Student Learning Outcomes

1) **Interdisciplinary Knowledge**: Students will be able to demonstrate knowledge of the Core Liberal Arts Curriculum and make connections across the disciplines.
   - Demonstrate knowledge of the Bible
   - Demonstrate an awareness of different cultures, historical development, and social justice
   - Articulate an understanding of human creativity and imagination
   - Apply a broad liberal arts perspective to experiential education
   - Create capstone portfolios and projects that incorporate an interdisciplinary perspective

2) **Critical and Creative Thinking**: Students will be able to critically evaluate claims and evidence, consider multiple perspectives, construct sound arguments, and develop creative solutions to problems.
   - Articulate Reformed perspective in core and concentration courses
   - Employ appropriate methods of interpretation
   - Demonstrate quantitative reasoning and scientific thought
   - Formulate penetrating questions
   - Analyze a problem from multiple perspectives

3) **Media, and Information Literacy**: Students will be able to use technology to locate information, evaluate sources for reliability, and exercise media discernment.
   - Identify available resources for research
   - Evaluate the quality and reliability of sources in print and online
   - Detect and account for presuppositions
   - Demonstrate competence in the use of information and communication technologies
   - Think critically about the role of technology in culture and society.

4) **Communication**: Students will be able to communicate effectively, creatively, and persuasively in oral, visual, and written formats for a variety of audiences.
   - Understand and employ proper grammar, syntax, and word usage
   - Produce well-researched and properly documented assignments
   - Adapt messages to communicate effectively to diverse audiences
   - Make appropriate use of visual representations of quantitative data
   - Deliver well-organized oral presentations